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Abstract. Nuclear scissors modes are considered in the frame of the Wigner function moments method gen-

eralized to take into account spin degrees of freedom and pair correlations simultaneously. A new source of

nuclear magnetism, connected with counter-rotation of spins up and down around the symmetry axis (hidden

angular momenta), is discovered. Its inclusion into the theory allows one to improve substantially the agreement

with experimental data in the description of energies and transition probabilities of scissors modes in rare earth

nuclei.

1 Introduction
The nuclear scissors mode was predicted by R. R. Hilton

[1, 2], as a counter-rotation of protons against neutrons

in deformed nuclei. First successful estimation of its en-

ergy in the frame of RPA was done by T. Suzuki and D.

J. Rowe [3]. First phenomenological model of this phe-

nomenon was suggested by N. Lo Iudice and F. Palumbo

[4]. Its experimental discovery [5] has initiated a cascade

of theoretical studies. An excellent review of their twenty

years development was given by D. Zawischa [6]. The

most successful in the description of the energy and ex-

citation probability of the scissors mode turned out the

sum rule method [7] and RPA [8]. Very interesting qual-

itative features of the scissors mode were discovered with

the help of Wigner Function Moments (WFM) method [9–

12]. This method is a purely microscopic one, because

it is based on the Time Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)

equation. In recent papers [10, 11] the WFM method was

applied for the first time to solve the TDHF equations in-

cluding spin dynamics. The most remarkable result was

the discovery of a new type of nuclear collective motion:

rotational oscillations of "spin-up" nucleons with respect

of "spin-down" nucleons (the spin scissors mode). It turns

out that the experimentally observed group of peaks in the

energy interval 2 − 4 MeV corresponds very likely to two

different types of motion: the orbital scissors mode and

this new mode, namely, the spin scissors one. The picto-

rial view of these two intermingled scissors is shown in

Fig. 1. In the present work we extend the WFM method to

take into account spin degrees of freedom and pair corre-

lations simultaneously.

2 Wigner transformation of TDHFB
equations

The Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (TDHFB)

equations in matrix formulation are the following [13]:
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Figure 1. (Color online) Pictorial representation of two inter-

mingled scissors: the orbital (neutrons versus protons) scissors +

spin (spin-up nucleons versus spin-down nucleons) scissors. Ar-

rows inside of ellipses show the direction of spin projections, p -

protons, n - neutrons.

i�Ṙ = [H ,R] (1)

with R =
(
ρ̂ − κ̂
−κ̂† 1 − ρ̂∗

)
, H =

(
ĥ Δ̂

Δ̂† − ĥ∗

)
, (2)

where ρ̂ is the normal density matrix, ĥ is the Hamiltonian,

κ̂ is the anomalous density and Δ̂ – the pairing gap. The

detailed form of the TDHFB equations is

i� ˙̂ρ = ĥρ̂ − ρ̂ĥ − Δ̂κ̂† + κ̂Δ̂†, (3)

i� ˙̂κ = −ĥκ̂ − κ̂ĥ∗ + Δ̂ − Δ̂ρ̂∗ − ρ̂Δ̂ (4)

plus the pair of complex conjugated equations. Let us con-

sider their matrix form in coordinate space keeping all spin
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indices s, s′, s′′:

i�〈r, s| ˙̂ρ|r′′, s′′〉 =
∑

s′

∫
d3r′

(
〈r, s|ĥ|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|ρ̂|r′′, s′′〉

−〈r, s|ρ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|ĥ|r′′, s′′〉 − 〈r, s|Δ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|κ̂†|r′′, s′′〉
+〈r, s|κ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|Δ̂†|r′′, s′′〉

)
,

i�〈r, s| ˙̂κ|r′′, s′′〉 = −
∑

s′

∫
d3r′

(
〈r, s|ĥ|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|κ̂|r′′, s′′〉

+〈r, s|κ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|ĥ∗|r′′, s′′〉 + 〈r, s|Δ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|ρ̂∗|r′′, s′′〉
+〈r, s|ρ̂|r′, s′〉〈r′, s′|Δ̂|r′′, s′′〉

)
+ 〈r, s|Δ̂|r′′, s′′〉 (5)

plus the pair of complex conjugated equations.

It is convenient to work with the Wigner (Fourier)

transform f ss′(r,p, t) of the normal density matrix

〈r′, s′|ρ̂|r′′, s′′〉 and the Wigner transform κss′(r,p, t) of the

anomalous density matrix 〈r′, s′|κ̂|r′′, s′′〉. The Wigner

transform of (5) is solved by the method of moments in

a small amplitude approximation. To this end all functions

f ss′ (r,p, t) and κss′(r,p, t) are divided into equilibrium part

and deviation (variation)

f ss′ (r,p, t) = f ss′(r,p)eq + δ f ss′ (r,p, t),

κss′(r,p, t) = κss′(r,p)eq + δκ
ss′(r,p, t).

Then equations are linearized neglecting the terms

quadratic in variations.

3 Model Hamiltonian

The microscopic Hamiltonian of the model consisting of

the harmonic oscillator with spin-orbit potential and sepa-

rable quadrupole-quadrupole and spin-spin residual inter-

actions is given by

H =
A∑

i=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ p̂2
i

2m
+

1

2
mω2r2

i − ηl̂iŜi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + Hqq + Hss, (6)

with

Hqq =

2∑
μ=−2

(−1)μ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩κ̄
Z∑
i

N∑
j

+
κ

2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Z∑

i, j(i� j)

+

N∑
i, j(i� j)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ×

q2−μ(ri)q2μ(r j), (7)

Hss =

1∑
μ=−1

(−1)μ

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩χ̄
Z∑
i

N∑
j

+
χ

2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Z∑

i, j(i� j)

+

N∑
i, j(i� j)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ×

Ŝ −μ(i)Ŝ μ( j) δ(ri − r j), (8)

where N and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons,

A = N + Z, q2μ(r) =
√

16π/5 r2Y2μ(θ, φ) – quadrupole

operator and Ŝ μ are spin matrices [14].

3.1 Mean Field

Let us analyze the mean field generated by this Hamilto-

nian.

3.1.1 Spin-orbital Potential

Written in cyclic coordinates, the spin-orbit part of the

Hamiltonian reads

ĥls = −η
1∑
μ=−1

(−)μ l̂μŜ −μ = −η
( l̂0 �2 l̂−1

�√
2

−l̂1 �√
2
− l̂0 �2

)
,

where

l̂μ = −�
√

2
∑
ν,α

C1μ
1ν,1αrν∇α, (9)

r−1, r0, r1 – cyclic coordinates, Cλμ
1σ,1ν is a Clebsch-Gordan

coefficient, and

l̂1 = �(r0∇1 − r1∇0) = − 1√
2

(l̂x + il̂y),

l̂0 = �(r−1∇1 − r1∇−1) = l̂z,

l̂−1 = �(r−1∇0 − r0∇−1) =
1√
2

(l̂x − il̂y),

l̂x = −i�(y∇z − z∇y), l̂y = −i�(z∇x − x∇z),

l̂z = −i�(x∇y − y∇x). (10)

Matrix elements of ĥls in coordinate space can obviously

be written [10] as

〈r1, s1|ĥls|r2, s2〉 = −�
2
η
[
l̂0(r1)(δs1↑δs2↑ − δs1↓δs2↓)

+
√

2 l̂−1(r1)δs1↑δs2↓ −
√

2 l̂1(r1)δs1↓δs2↑
]
δ(r1 − r2). (11)

Their Wigner transform reads [10]

hs1 s2

ls (r,p) = −�
2
η
[
l0(r,p)(δs1↑δs2↑ − δs1↓δs2↓)

+
√

2l−1(r,p)δs1↑δs2↓ −
√

2l1(r,p)δs1↓δs2↑
]
, (12)

where lμ = −i
√

2
∑
ν,αC1μ

1ν,1αrνpα.

3.1.2 Quadrupole-quadrupole interaction

The contribution of Hqq to the mean field potential is easily

found by replacing one of the q2μ operators by the average

value. We have

Vτqq =
√

6
∑
μ

(−1)μZτ+2−μq2μ. (13)

Here

Zn+
2μ = κR

n+
2μ + κ̄R

p+
2μ , Zp+

2μ = κR
p+
2μ + κ̄R

n+
2μ ,

Rτ+2μ (t) =
1√
6

∫
d(p, r)q2μ(r) f τ+(r,p, t) (14)

with
∫

d(p, r) ≡ (2π�)−3
∫

d3 p
∫

d3r, τ being the isospin

index and f + = f ↑↑ + f ↓↓. For the isoscalar strength con-

stant κ0 =
1
2
(κ + κ̄) we take the self-consistent value [15]

κ0 = −mω̄2/(4Q00) with Q00 =
3
5
AR2, ω̄2 = ω2

0/[(1 +
4
3
δ)2/3(1 − 2

3
δ)1/3], �ω0 = 41/A1/3 MeV. The isovector

strength constant κ1 =
1
2
(κ − κ̄) is determined by the re-

lation κ1 = ακ0. We take α = −2 [16].
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3.1.3 Spin-spin interaction

The analogous expression for Hss is found in a standard

way [11] with the following result for the Wigner trans-

form of the proton mean field

V ss′
p (r, t) = 3χ

�
2

8

[
δs↓δs′↑n↓↑p + δs↑δs′↓n↑↓p

−δs↓δs′↓n↑↑p − δs↑δs′↑n↓↓p
]

+χ̄
�

2

8

[
2δs↓δs′↑n↓↑n + 2δs↑δs′↓n↑↓n

+(δs↑δs′↑ − δs↓δs′↓)(n↑↑n − n↓↓n )
]
, (15)

where nss′
τ (r, t) =

∫
d3 p

(2π�)3
f ss′
τ (r,p, t). The Wigner trans-

form of the neutron mean field V ss′
n is obtained from (15)

by the obvious change of indices p ↔ n. The values of

strength constants χ and χ̄ are taken from [17], where the

notation χ = Ks/A, χ̄ = qχ was introduced. The con-

stants were extracted by the authors of [17] from Skyrme

forces following the standard procedure, the residual inter-

action being defined in terms of the second derivatives of

the Hamiltonian density H(ρ) with respect to the one-body

densities ρ. Different variants of Skyrme forces produce

different strength constants of spin-spin interaction. The

most consistent results were obtained with SG1, SG2 and

Sk3 forces. It was found in [17] that the best agreement

with experimental data in the description of spin-flip reso-

nances is obtained with the slightly modified values of Ks

and q extracted from SG2 forces: Ks = 50, q = −1. Thus,

we use these numbers.

3.2 Pair potential

The Wigner transform of the pair potential (pairing gap)

Δ(r,p) is related to the Wigner transform of the anomalous

density by

Δ(r,p) = −
∫

dp′

(2π�)3
v(|p − p′|)κ(r, p′), (16)

where v(p) is a Fourier transform of the two-body interac-

tion. We take for the pairing interaction a simple Gaus-

sian form with the strength V0 = 25 MeV and range

rp = 1.9 fm [13] v(p) = βe−αp2

with β = −|V0|(rp
√
π)3

and α = r2
p/4�

2.

4 Collective variables and equations of
motion

Integrating the Wigner transform of the set

of Eqs. (5) over phase space with the weights

W = {r ⊗ p}λμ, {r ⊗ r}λμ, {p ⊗ p}λμ, and 1 one gets

dynamic equations for the following collective variables:

Lτςλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){r ⊗ p}λμδ f τςo (r,p, t),

Rτςλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){r ⊗ r}λμδ f τςe (r,p, t),

Pτςλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){p ⊗ p}λμδ f τςe (r,p, t),

F τς(t) =
∫

d(p, r)δ f τςe (r,p, t),

L̃τλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){r ⊗ p}λμδκτio (r,p, t), (17)

R̃τλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){r ⊗ r}λμδκτie (r,p, t),

P̃τλμ(t) =
∫

d(p, r){p ⊗ p}λμδκτie (r, p, t),

where ς=↑↑, ↓↓, ↑↓, ↓↑, indexes o and e mean "time odd"

and "time even", {r ⊗ r}λμ = ∑
σ,νCλμ

1σ,1νrσrν. Follow-

ing Ref. [9] we neglect the real part of the variation of

the anomalous density δκr, because δκr(r,p)  δκi(r, p).

Further, we neglect the diagonal in spin matrix elements

κss. It is shown in [12] that this approximation works very

well for the monopole pairing considered here. Symme-

try properties of the matrices κ̂ allow one to replace the

functions κ↓↑(r,p) with the functions κ̄↑↓(r,p). Finally, the

notation κ ≡ κ↑↓ is introduced.

We are interested in the scissors mode with quantum

number Kπ = 1+. Therefore, we only need the part of

dynamic equations with μ = 1.

5 Hidden angular momenta

This phenomenon is provided by the spin of nucleons and

naturally has the essential influence on all nuclear proper-

ties connected with the spin. Let us analyze the lineariza-

tion procedure of the equations of motion. We consider

small deviations of the system from the equilibrium, so all

variables are written as a sum of their equilibrium value

plus a small deviation:

Lτςλμ(t) = Lτςλμ(eq)+Lτςλμ(t), Rτςλμ(t) = Rτςλμ(eq)+Rτςλμ(t), et al.

Linearized equations for deviations depend on the equilib-

rium values Rτςλμ(eq) and Lτςλμ(eq), which are the input data

of the problem. It is easy to show [12] that

L↑↑
10

(eq) = −L↓↓
10

(eq) � 0.

So the ground state of a nucleus consists of two equal parts

with nonzero angular momenta with opposite directions

(counter rotation), which compensate each other resulting

in the zero total (L↑↑
10

(eq) + L↓↓
10

(eq)) angular momentum

(hidden angular momenta). Being not pronounced in the

ground state, this phenomenon can become apparent in the

excited states. It is obvious, for example, that it should in-

fluence essentially the excitation of the spin scissors mode.

6 Results of calculations

Imposing the time evolution via eiEt/� for all variables (18)

one transforms a set of dynamic equations into a set of al-

gebraic equations. It contains 23 equations with μ = 1. We

find seven roots with exactly E = 0 and 16 roots which are

non zero. In this paper we consider only the two lowest

roots corresponding to the orbital and spin scissors. The

qualitative picture of high-lying modes remains largely un-

changed in comparison with [11]. Seven integrals of mo-

tion corresponding to Goldstone modes (zero roots) can be

found analytically [12].
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Figure 2. (Color online) The energies E (a) and B(M1)-factors

(b) as a functions of the spin-orbital strength constant κNils. The

dashed lines – calculations with L−10(eq) = 0, the solid lines –

L−10(eq) � 0. Pair correlations and spin-spin forces are included.

Our calculations without pairing [11] have shown that

the results are strongly dependent on the values of the

strength constants of the spin-spin interaction. How sensi-

tive are they to the strength of the spin-orbital potential η?
The results for 164Dy are shown in Fig. 2 as a function

of κNils = η/(2�ω0). One observes a rather strong depen-

dence of the results on the value of κNils: the splitting ΔE
and M1 strength of the spin scissors grow with increas-

ing κNils whereas the B(M1) value of the orbital scissors

decreases. The main role of the spin-orbital potential con-

sists in the excitation of the spin scissors mode. This mode

is not excited directly by the electromagnetic field. It can

be excited only indirectly, via the coupling with the con-

ventional (orbital) scissors mode by means of the spin-

orbital interaction [11]. As a result, the B(M1) value of

the spin scissors becomes zero in the case κNils = 0. The

best value of κNils for rare earth nuclei was established [13]

to be 0.0637 (it is marked by the dotted vertical line in

Fig. 2).

We made the calculations taking into account the

nonzero value of L−10(eq) = L↑↑
10

(eq) − L↓↓
10

(eq). It is

extracted from the standard Nilsson scheme [13] and

L−10(eq) = i 21.22 for 164Dy. Figure 2 demonstrates the

strong influence of the hidden angular momenta on the

spin scissors mode whose B(M1) value is strongly de-

creased (for κNils > 0.02) after including L−10(eq). The

B(M1) value of the orbital scissors also reduces, but not

1.0
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3.0

3.5

4.0

E
 (

M
eV

)

130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
A

0
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6
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10

B
(M

1)
 (

μ2 N
)

Exp.
Th. 1
Th. 2
Th. 3

N
ils
so
n

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (Color online) The energies E (a) and B(M1)-factors

(b) as functions of the mass number A. The experimental values

of E and B(M1) are taken from [18] and references therein. Th.1

– the calculations without spin degrees of freedom and pair cor-

relations, Th.2 – only pairing is included, Th.3 – pairing and spin

degrees of freedom are taken into account.

so much, and the reduction being practically independent

on κNils. The influence of L−10(eq) on the energies of both

scissors is negligible, leading to a small increase of their

splitting.

The results of systematic calculations for rare-earth

nuclei are shown in Fig. 3. The comparison of the re-

sults with (Th.2) and without (Th.1) pairing allows one

to understand the extremely important role of pair corre-

lations in the description of the scissors mode properties.

It is seen also (Th.3) that only introducing into considera-

tion the spin degrees of freedom (and not forgetting about

L−10(eq) � 0 term) allows one to obtain a satisfactory agree-

ment with experimental data on energies and excitation

probabilities.

For the group of well deformed nuclei with deforma-

tions δ ≥ 0.18 all presented results were obtained without

any fitting with κNils = 0.0637 and with the value of the

pairing interaction constant V0 = 25 MeV. For the weakly

deformed nuclei with 0.14 ≤ δ ≤ 0.17 reasonable results

are obtained with κNils = 0.05 and V0 = 27 MeV.

7 Conclusion

The WFM method is generalized to take into account spin

degrees of freedom and pair correlations simultaneously.

The inclusion of the spin into the theory allow us to

discover several new phenomena. One of them, the nu-
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clear spin scissors, was described and studied in [10, 11],

where some indications on the experimental confirma-

tion of its existence in actinides were discussed. Another

phenomenon, the hidden angular momenta, is described

in [12]. This phenomenon has great influence on the exci-

tation probability of the spin scissors mode. On the other

hand, the B(M1) values of spin scissors and the energies

of both, spin and orbital, scissors are very sensitive to pair

correlations. As a result, these two factors, the hidden

angular momenta and pairing, working together, improve

substantially the agreement between the theory and exper-

iment.
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